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Natural Allies?  Private-public Actors and International Organisations: 

A History of Their Interplay (1920-1950)1 

 

When the Earth Summit convened in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in June of 1992, the 

world watched as diplomats and delegates mingled with the protagonists of civil 

society. The occasion was grand, global, and brimming with promise.  Apart from 130 

heads of state and their delegations, about 1400 non-governmental groups and 

7000 accredited journalists assembled to observe, take part, or comment upon the 

environmental mega-event.2 International politics and civil society seemed poised to 

accept green commitments and environmental pressure groups gained legitimacy 

within a developing global environmental regime.   

Though seemingly without precedent, such interactions–-and optimism–-have 

an informative history.  Ever since the Peace Conference in Paris settled on the 

establishment of the League of Nations in 1919, international organisations (IOs) have 

provided a venue for governments and private-public actors to contest and refine 

their preferences on environmental policy.  This brief paper provides an historical 

accounting of the tumultuous relations between the IOs, namely the League of 

Nations and the United Nations (UN), and public-private actors such as non-

governmental-organisations (NGOs), voluntary associations, and independent 

activists.  All participants stood to gain or cede influence over environmental policy.  

To provide a necessary context for their efforts the following sections discuss the rise 

of international environmental awareness, examine the central issues at stake, and 

sketch their cooperation and clashes.  

   

The “invention” of global environmental problems 

Nature protection became a popular issue in the Western world at the end of 

the nineteenth century. National parks were created to protect wilderness that 

typified cultural landscapes in order to preserve the “sources of the national 

identity.” Species extinction due to overexploitation and loss of habitat spurred 

widespread debate about national identity and the environment. Species that 
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migrated across national frontiers symbolized the interconnected basis of ecosystems 

and their extinction provided early icons of environmental problems in a global 

context. To contemporaries such losses portended a grim future. The international 

dimension of environmental destruction and degradation became a standard topic 

of scientific inquiry. 3 

 

The political cataclysm of the First World War accelerated the formation of 

new political structures. The Peace Treaty Conference, which was convened by the 

victorious allies in Paris in January of 1919, attracted the attention of private 

organisations the world over: if peace could be affirmed in international treaties why 

not environmental regulation?4 The opportunity enticed activists to lobby their 

national delegates. A leading Austrian ornithologist, for example, asked his 

government to push for an international league for bird and nature protection.5 

Accordingly migrating species, which belonged to no nation, would then be 

protected by international law. Inspired by the birds’ flight from national sovereignty, 

he proposed a revolutionary idea: extraterritorial nature reserves all over the world. 

Though in the end environmental issues were not included in the Paris conference, 

the occasion propelled similar international inspiration and activism.    

 

New agencies, new actors 

From the Paris Conference rose the League of Nations. The League 

represented an unprecedented international commitment to peace and justice 

through cooperation.  Resting on a wooded hill overlooking the magnificent Lake 

Geneva the Palais des Nations held considerable promise for environmental activists.  

Their petitions joined those of other social causes as soon as League officials opened 

their mail. Hopes were high, as activists realized the potential of the League to 

expand the scope of their influence beyond national borders. Officials at the League 

reciprocated by suggesting that NGOs would be given a chance to offer their 

suggestions on the global agenda.  This cooperation granted the League an 

opportunity to “cultivate the international mind” by calling upon groups who were 

committed to international perspectives.  Though tension with national governments 
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that were firmly committed to defending their sovereignty was predictable.  For 

example, in 1919 and 1920 the League’s Permanent Body, the Secretariat, 

encouraged its staff to define their fields of activity along idealistic lines. Thus, a 

prominent Swiss activist named Paul Sarasin sparked interest with his proposal for a 

World Commission for Nature Protection. The Subsecretary-General and head of the 

International Bureau, Inazo Nitobe, promoted Sarasin’s “global nature protection 

scheme.” Unfortunately member states balked, citing national interests. As the 

member states proved reluctant to embrace proposals that would impinge national 

sovereignty, Nitobe encouraged NGOs to build their own international network and 

to pressure their governments. Hope lasted until 1924 when Sarasin’s project was 

finally abandoned.6  

These early years had lasting consequences. The League failed to create a 

central commission for nature protection, which meant that every environmental 

issue that made it to the Secretariat had to be squeezed into League sections 

organized around other issues.  So critical debates over whaling, animal rights, 

protection of wilderness, and natural beauty were given less attention than they 

warranted.7  Most egregious was the League’s response to the problem of oil 

pollution.8  The process of converting coal to petrol fuels produced sheets of oily 

refuse that fouled waterways.  British environmental activists prodded their 

government to address the problem at the League and in 1934 “His Majesty’s 

Government” informed the Secretariat that oil pollution was killing many seabirds “in 

circumstances involving much suffering” and damaging inshore fisheries and British 

beaches.9  As the League did not have a section dealing solely with environmental 

issues, the issue went to an expert committee of the Transit and Communication 

section. Though they had prompted government action on the pollution, and had 

much to say about the issue, NGOs were not included in the discussions. Nor did the 

expert committee of the Transit and Communications section invite the views of 

zoologists or environmental scientists.  With ship owners and harbour authorities 

holding sway over the proceedings, the environmental and ethical aspects that had 
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inspired public outcry drained from the negotiations.  Whereas the NGOs had 

pleaded for a “sustainable” solution to cease the dumping of refuse oil, the expert 

committee proposed transferring the refuse oil to the open sea.  This line of thinking 

produced a draft convention based on a zoning system. Wanting a fundamental 

change in oil industry, environmentalists complained that this was simply an out-of-

sight-out-of-mind debacle. The outbreak of the Second World War meant that even 

a weak version of the convention faltered. However, the draft would see light again 

in 1954 when it served as a basis for the first international pollution convention.10  

 

UNESCO 

The successor to the League of Nations, the UN, engaged the question of 

nature protection soon after its creation. The head of UNESCO within the UN, the 

British biologist Julian Huxley, mirrored his League predecessor Inazo Nitobe by 

seeking the co-operation of NGOs and the scientific community to place 

environmental causes on the international agenda. UNESCO went even further by 

helping to create the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN).11 In 

1949 UNESCO and IUCN convened an international conference on “Nature 

Protection.” They invited experts from national governments and as many other 

interested organisations they could find. The conference followed five themes: 

education, ecology (emphasising the growing use of synthetic pesticides and the 

results of massive agricultural schemes in economically developing areas), a future 

convention on world nature protection, border-crossing parks (called “peace 

parks”), and the creation of an international bureau for cooperation. Although states 

clung to their traditional defence of sovereignty, the discussions at Lake Success (the 

provisional seat of the UN) sounded a new tone. Something had changed. The 

dialogue about the importance of education provided a turning point. Many 

traditional actors had yet to connect their specific environmental concerns with 

broader social issues. Consideration of education about environmental issues 

prompted the realization that societies would back nature protection if they felt 

invested in the outcome. Thus activists profited from the public platform provided by 

the UN system and gained awareness of the social aspects of their movement. The 
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alliance on nature protection between the UN system and non-state actors slowly 

deepened in the following decades. 

 

Natural allies out of step 

IOs and environmental NGOs seemed a perfect pair.  The NGOs and 

individual activists played a crucial role by identifying and analysing global 

environmental problems and proposing solutions. These efforts triggered scientific 

dialogue and drew popular attention to environmental issues that would have 

otherwise been stranded on the periphery of public debate. Some NGOs had 

experience with public relations and actively promoted environmental awareness. 

Due to their political and economic autonomy they were free to engage in novel 

thinking and to embrace radical solutions. To the IOs these NGOs offered energy, 

expertise, and legitimacy with the public at large.  In return the IOs provided an 

“international” bureaucracy and a means to communicate across borders. 

Moreover the IOs supported the networking of NGOs and even (in the case of 

UNESCO) lent financial assistance. The UN system also empowered formerly isolated 

national actors by introducing them into a global dialogue.12 Perhaps most 

important, the IOs provided “opening opportunities for people” in public forums.13 

Yet despite such cooperation some aspects of the relationship between the IOs and 

the activists remained antagonistic.  

 Tension between the two stemmed from their differing visions and capacity.  A 

driving force of environmental activity is the sense of urgency about the problems. 

The suffering of animals during transport, the extinction of marine life, or poisoning 

with pesticides all seemed to warrant immediate action and environmentalists 

wanted instantaneous results.  They were often frustrated by the pace of activity with 

the IOs.  Whereas NGOs often had small issue-driven staffs and could react to new 

issues quickly, the IOs were large slow-moving bureaucracies.  It took a while simply 

to include a controversial item on the agenda. When finally accepted as an item of 

international concern, it took time to organize a committee, locate experts, draft 

questionnaires, query member states, compile responses, draft a summary, debate 

the results, communicate the findings to the member states, wait again for the 

answers, draft a convention, and finally wait for signing and ratification. The final 

results consistently fell short of the activist’s suggestions.  
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 Pulling back from the battles within the IOs it is clear that two types of 

organizations were straining to cooperate.  Social movements do not grow and 

expand steadily. Their pattern of activity is cyclical.14 NGOs’ activity in the early 

period often depended upon a small clientele and charismatic individuals, both 

ambitious and stubborn, who were influential enough to keep an issue in the public 

eye. But their perseverance was limited and environmental issues seem to have their 

own expiration date as popular causes. The apparatus of IOs followed a distinct 

inertia.  Paperwork, correspondence, and diplomatic meetings moved issues within 

the IO more efficiently than urgent pleas. The committees of the IOs dealing with 

environmental issues were also bound to respect state sovereignty. National 

governments even used slow-down tactics with the IOs to avoid controversial issues.  

 As political pragmatism determined the course of the discussions, visionary solutions 

often fell by the wayside as environmental issues wilted in a technocratic setting. The 

organizational disconnect between the activists and the experts of the IOs were a 

serious problem that hindered effective co-operation.  
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